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Abstract
There is a critical need to develop methods for e�cient testing of drug e�cacy in patient-derived tumor
samples to discover new therapeutics. Two-dimensional (2D) cell culture remains the primary method of
drug screening, despite being considered less physiologically relevant than three-dimensional (3D)
culture. Increased complexity and technical challenges of 3D systems have limited its widespread
adoption as a primary screening method. In this study, we demonstrate methods for increased
throughput, imaging and automation in 3D assays that are suitable for compound screening using
patient-derived samples. In addition, we show analysis approaches and descriptors that allow gain more
information about disease phenotypes and compound effects.

We measured responses to drug treatment in 3D tumoroids for cytotoxicity and altered morphology.
Tumoroids were formed from primary cells isolated from a patient-derived tumor explant, TU-BcX-4IC, that
represents metaplastic breast cancer with a triple-negative subtype and treated with 165 compounds, of
approved cancer drugs, at multiple concentrations. We characterize multiple quantitative descriptors for
tumor phenotypes and compound effects. Cell Painting method was used for 3D tumoroids for
evaluation of phenotypic effects. Eight compounds were detected that demonstrated effects at low
concentrations (10nM), including romidepsin, trametinib, bortezomib, car�lzomib, panobinostat, which
will be further investigated as potential drug candidates.

Introduction
The current state of the drug development pipeline re�ects the need for better research models. According
to estimates of clinical trial success rates, only 13.8% of drugs entering Phase 1 are ultimately approved
by the FDA1,2. This rate is even lower for oncological drugs, with an average rate of approval of 3.4% per
year, based on data from 2000–20151,2. For all these drugs, there was strong evidence of their e�cacy in
laboratory settings with tissue culture models, but roughly 96% of them failed to be both e�cacious and
safe in humans. This raises the question: why is there strong laboratory evidence for drugs that do not
effectively treat tumors in the human body?

One factor that may be contributing to this is the traditional use of two-dimensional (2D) cell culture
rather than three-dimensional (3D) culture during drug discovery and screening. 2D cell culture can be
faster, less costly, and relatively easier to interpret, compared to 3D. However, there is increasing evidence
that 2D culture substantially alters the physiological properties of cells compared to 3D, due to the
different microenvironmental cues that exist in both culture methods3–5. 2D culture enforces apical-basal
polarity, which is not physiologically relevant for more mesenchymal cell types, and in some
circumstances has been shown to alter sensitivity to apoptosis5. Two-dimensional culture creates single-
cell monolayers, which alters diffusion of nutrients, gasses, and drugs, affecting both cell behavior and
metabolic activity4. Furthermore, many researchers have demonstrated differences in cell proliferation
rates, gene expression, and differentiation in 2D vs. 3D cultures6. These deviations from the true in vivo
behaviors of cells may lead to Type 1 and Type 2 errors during 2D drug screens, thus ruling in drugs that
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are clinically futile, and ruling out drugs that would otherwise prove effective. In the context of cancer,
there is increasing evidence that 2D culture is insu�cient to evaluate the effects of drugs. In breast
cancer speci�cally, there is evidence that culturing methods affect response to drug treatment. El-Feky et
al 3 found that MCF7 cells cultured in 2D monolayers and 3D spheroids had differential response to FAC-
based chemotherapy (5-�uorouracil, Adriamycin (doxorubicin), cyclophosphamide), with 2D cultures
showing a greater reduction in viability. Additionally, Imamura et al7 demonstrated that 3D spheroids of
breast cancer cell lines (BT-549, BT-474 and T-47D) had greater resistance to doxorubicin and paclitaxel
compared to 2D. However, these studies were only able to examine a limited number of chemotherapeutic
agents, at limited concentrations, thus demonstrating the need for more robust, high-throughput drug
screens using 3D models of breast cancer.

New advanced models that include primary derived tumoroids and 3D cultures present signi�cant
technical challenges that have prevented their adoption as the predominant methods of cell culture for
drug discovery and screening. 3D micro-tissues take longer to form, they are more heterogeneous and
fragile, and they are more complicated to image and analyze, all of which increases the time and
complexity required to perform experiments. The increased complexity of cell models requires the
development of new methods that overcome these challenges and provide the best information from that
complexity.

It is also extremely important to develop new models for speci�c cancers that are derived from primary
patient tumors. The use of patient-derived tumor tissues has transformed the �eld of drug and target
discovery research, providing a translational tool and physiologically relevant system to evaluate tumor
biology1, 2. An example of this method is the use of patient-derived organoids (PDO) for oncology
research2, 8, 10–12. Patient-derived tumor organoids exhibit the heterogeneity of tumor tissues and
presence of cancer stem cells (CSC) that can be expanded over multiple passages to produce large
numbers of tumoroids (derived from isolated cells) or organoids (derived from digested tumors), that
maintain molecular characteristics of the original tumor 10,12. Primary-derived cell lines represent a variety
of cell subtypes present in the tumor, as well as the different mutations involved and the degree of
malignant transformation. Development of various cell lines for breast cancer, or other cancers, that
represent disease subtypes is critical for �nding drugs or drug combinations that would be effective
against that speci�c cancer, or even for that speci�c patient. Study and characterization of patient
derived tumor cells is an active area of investigation, and importance is increasing with the need to
develop patient-speci�c therapies. However, drug testing in patient-derived tumor cells is not widely
adopted because of the additional technical challenges, related to di�culties in expansion, handling, and
maintenance of primary-derived tumoroids.

In this study, we used a patient-derived 3D cell model representing a rare drug-resistant breast cancer
subtype, which allows us to model the cellular and molecular complexity and diversity of breast cancer. In
addition, we present a variety of methods for automation and high-content analysis adapted for the
culture and drug screening of primary tissue-derived 3D cell models. Finally, we have tested a library of
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approved anti-cancer drugs and de�ned several potentially promising candidates for treatment of this
speci�c cancer type.

Results
Cell model. In the present study we developed a compound screening method that uses primary tissue -
derived tumoroids. Tumoroids were formed from TU-BcX-4IC cell line derived from primary tumor samples
as previously described12–14. Brie�y, patient-derived tumor samples were implanted into SCID mice,
serially passaged, and then expanded in 2D culture12. TU-BcX-4IC represents metaplastic breast cancer
with a triple-negative breast cancer subtype and is an example of a highly heterogeneous phenotype of
breast cancer. TNBC tumors have an aggressive clinical presentation due to high rates of metastasis,
recurrence and chemoresistance. The original patient’s tumor for the TU-BcX-4IC model exhibited rapid
pre-operative growth despite conventional combination therapy with Adriamycin (doxorubicin),
cyclophosphamide and paclitaxel. Tumoroids were formed from 2D TU-BcX-4IC cells as described in
Methods.

Development and Optimization of the Live Cell High-Content Assay with 3D Spheroid Cultures. In the
present study, we have focused on method development for drug screening using primary-derived tumor
cells in 3D culture. The goal of this study was to develop and evaluate fast, accurate, and reproducible
high-content imaging methods to investigate effects of anti-cancer compounds on the morphology and
viability of 3D cultures using live and �xed cells. In this study, we evaluated and optimized the work�ow
while characterizing several endpoint assays to test for general and mechanism-speci�c cytotoxicity of
anti-cancer drugs (Fig. 1).

We used low-attachment, U-shaped, black-walled, clear-bottom 384-well plates to simplify cell culture,
compound addition, and imaging15,16. Cells aggregate at the bottom of the U-shaped wells and form
tumoroids centered in the well within 48 hours. The thin plastic bottom of each well aids focusing and
image acquisition with standard automated imaging systems. Entire tumoroids can be captured in one
10X or 20X image. In preliminary tests, we studied reproducibility of spheroid formation and dependence
of the spheroid size on the number of plated cells. Cells were plated at different densities (500–8,000
cells/well), incubated for 48 h, and then imaged using TL imaging. We found by visual assessment that a
plating density of 2,000–3000 cells/well resulted in consistent tumoroid size and shape, with sizes
suitable for image acquisition and analysis (diameter ~ 200–300 mm). A plating density of 2000 cells/
well was used for subsequent assays. At this density, the average tumoroid maximum diameter after 2
days was consistent as measured by transmitted light (TL) imaging, with a value of 270 +/- 37 mm (n = 
96) yielding a coe�cient of variation of 13% (Fig. 2).

Tumoroids were then treated with 168 compounds from the NCI (National Cancer Institute) library of
approved anti-cancer drugs. Five concentrations were used for testing: 10nM, 100nM, 1mM, 10mM and
100mM. During screening, each compound was tested in duplicate, with one concentration per plate. In
addition, positive and negative controls were included in the test plates. Positive controls included
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romidepsin, a compound that has shown high e�cacy in previous tests14. Negative controls included
acetaminophen, as well as multiple replicates of DMSO and media controls. Automation using a liquid
handler was used for compound dilutions, cell treatments, and staining. The schematic diagram of the
process is shown in Fig. 1.

During incubation with compounds, tumoroids were monitored daily using TL imaging. Image analysis
allowed characterization of tumoroid size, diameter, compactness, and integrity, as well as optical density
(Fig. 2b, Supplemental Fig. 2). Images of tumoroids were taken prior to compound treatment, and during
day 3 and day 5 of compound treatment. For the end point assay, tumoroids were stained with viability
and nuclear dyes on day 5 of compound treatment. Cells were stained with a combination of Hoechst,
calcein AM, and Ethidium Homodimer III (EthD-III) and analyzed using high content imaging for complex
phenotypic analysis; a subset of plates was set aside for additional assays including Cell Painting.

High Content Imaging and Automation of the Screening Work�ow. The main method used for evaluation
of phenotypic changes was confocal �uorescent imaging of tumoroids using an automated imaging
system, the ImageXpress confocal imaging system (Fig. 2a). The method was previously described in
Sirenko 201516. Images of organoids were taken with a 10X objective using Z-stack with a step size of 8
mm. Nuclei, live cells, and dead cells of stained cells were detected using DAPI, FITC, and TexasRed
channels respectively. Maximum projection images were created from Z-stacks and analyzed as
described in Methods. Multiple read-outs were generated characterizing spheroid area, diameter,
intensities, and cell viability. In addition, cells inside each spheroid were counted using a nuclear stain.
This last output was found to produce the best results.

3D culture, treatment, and end point assays are notably more complex than traditional 2D culture assays.
Automated imaging and analysis of organoids are important for quantitative assessment of phenotypic
changes in organoids, and for increasing throughput for experiments and tests. We built an automated,
integrated system that allows monitoring, maintenance, and characterization of growth and
differentiation of organoids and stem cells, as well as testing the effects of various compounds (Fig. 1).
Suspended cells were plated into U-shape 384 well plates using a Biomek i7 automated liquid handler,
incubated for 48 hours, and then treated with compounds, stained, and imaged. The protocols for
compound additions, media, and staining included gentle media dispensing processes. Consecutively,
tumoroids were cultured and monitored by automated imaging. Additionally, use of a collaborative robot
enabled moving plates from the incubator to the imaging system, where transmitted light imaging or
�uorescent imaging protocols were initiated.

Observations of Phenotypic Changes and Criteria for Hit Selection. Phenotypic changes for selected
compounds are shown in Fig. 2. The phenotypic readouts included cell viability assessment and
characterization of organoid and cell areas, and total cell count, along with characterization of nuclear
area and �uorescence intensity. Advantages of this method included simplicity, reduced cost, and ease of
work�ow.
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In contrast to previous 3D spheroid studies performed using cell lines16, 3D tumoroids formed from
primary cells (TU-BcX-4IC cell line) did not increase in size during culture. However, upon drug treatment
we observed concentration-dependent disintegration of tumoroids (Fig. 2), as well as a decrease in the
number of viable, Calcein AM positive cells and a increase in the number of dead, EthD-III positive cells.

We have previously characterized multiple quantitative descriptors that could be used for studying tumor
phenotypes and compound effects, including characterization of size and integrity, cell morphology and
viability, as well as determining the presence of various cell markers16. However, since the phenotype of
organoid disintegration was the most prominent in this study and was observed at lower concentrations
than the increase in the number of dead cells, we used that read-out to characterize concentration
dependencies and compare effective concentrations for different compounds.

For screening the compound library, we used maximum projection images as shown in Fig. 3. Spheroid
disintegration is visible as an increase of spheroid size, in contrast to nicely shaped, round images of
intact spheroids. Tumoroid disintegration can be described by several measurements: for example,
increase in organoid area/diameter. Most accurate measurements were done by counting cells or nuclei
inside organoids using maximum projection images. As seen in Fig. 3, compact tumoroids had a smaller
projected area and also a lower nuclear count in the projection images (yellow dots). Disintegrated
tumoroids are made up of cells which are not held together in a tight aggregate but instead are loosely
piled up in the well bottom resulting in 1) an increased projected area and 2) an increase in nuclear count
in the projection images. It is important to note that the apparent increase in cell number represents a
feature of analysis using 2D projection images and the fact that tumoroids are falling apart and the
individual cells are not tightly associated with each other. While counting cells in 3D instead of using 2D
projection would better re�ect the true cell count (data not shown), that would not allow quantitation of
organoid disintegration. This method is better suited for screening experiments because of the reduced
demand for data storage and reduction in time for 3D analysis.

Simple nuclei count analysis in projection images was used as a reliable surrogate marker for organoid
integrity/dis-integration. Therefore, in the analysis of projection images, we used the increase of nuclear
count as a read-out for tumoroid dis-integration (Supplementary Table 1). Notably, selected drugs (e.g.
doxorubicin and several others) resulted in nuclei damage, and as a result, a decrease in counted nuclei.
We used AVERAGE +/-2STDEV from the DMSO samples to �ag affected wells. The hits were con�rmed
through referencing the primary images to exclude experimental artifacts (e.g. focus failure, pipetting
errors, rolling the object off center, etc) which accounted for approximately 1% of wells.

Results from Library Screening and Secondary Screen. We tested the effects of 168 compounds from the
NCI library with 5 concentrations listed above. Then we used assessment of tumoroid integrity by nuclear
count to identify hits across different concentrations. Several drugs were identi�ed that demonstrated
e�cacy of targeting tumor subtypes resistant to traditional cancer therapy. Drugs listed in Table 1
demonstrated e�cacy by affecting tumoroid phenotypes at indicated concentrations (same
concentrations had e�cacy at higher concentrations). Interestingly, several compounds were found to
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have e�cacy at low concentrations, which may be valuable for the development of potential
therapeutics. Those include romidepsin, dactinomycin, plicamycin, bortezomib, and dasatinib. A total of
33 compounds were selected as “hits” for concentrations 10-1000 nM, while an additional 29 compounds
had signi�cant effects at 10 mM. (Supplemental Fig. 1). Because greater than 30% of compounds had
some effects at a concentration of 100 mM, this data point was considered less informative.
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Table 1
Compounds effective in screening assay at low concentrations. Compounds were selected as described

in Results section.
Compound Effective

concentration
Mechanism of action

Dactinomycin 10nM Intercalation of DNA

Plicamycin 10nM DNA/RNA polymerase inhibitor, hepatotoxicity led to
discontinue in 2000

Romidepsin 10nM HDAC 1/2 inhibitor

Bortezomib 10nM Inhibits the catalytic site of the 26S proteasome

Fulvestrant 10nM Selective Estrogen receptor degrader

Dasatinib 100nM Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor for BCR/Abl fusion

Mitotane 100nM Steroidogenesis inhibitor used for adrenal carcinoma and
Cushing’s

Vinblastine
sulfate

100nM Binds tubulin, disrupts microtubules

Vincristine sulfate 100nM Binds tubulin, disrupts microtubules

Car�lzomib 100nM Inhibits the 20s proteasome

Trametinib 100nM Inhibits MEK1 and MEK2

Ixazomib citrate 100nM Inhibits proteasome subunit beta 5, same mechanism as
bortezomib, related to car�lzomib

Ponatinib 100nM Inhibitor for BCR/Abl fusion, second line after dasatinib or
imatinib

Belinostat 100nM Pan- HDAC inhibitor

Panobinostat 100nM Pan- HDAC inhibitor

Regorafenib 100nM Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor of VEGFR-TIE2

Bosutinib 100nM Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitor of Abl and Src kinases

Copanlisib tris-
HCl

100nM PI3K inhibitor

Mitomycin 1uM Alkylating agent- DNA crosslinking

Uracil mustard 1uM Alkylating agent- DNA crosslinking

Omacetaxine 1uM Inhibits translation (blocks tRNAs)

Daunorubicin
hydrochloride

1uM Intercalation of DNA
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Compound Effective
concentration

Mechanism of action

Vandetanib 1uM Inhibits VEGFR, EGFR, RET

Paclitaxel 1uM Stabilizes microtubes, inhibits spindle formation

Ibrutinib 1uM Inhibits Bruton's tyrosine kinase

Idarubicin
hydrochloride

1uM Daunorubicin analog

Venetoclax 1uM Inhibits BCL2

Epirubicin
hydrochloride

1uM Intercalation of DNA

Fedratinib 1uM JAK2 selective inhibitor

Temsirolimus 1uM Inhibits mTOR

Vorinostat 1uM Inhibits HDAC1, HDAC2, HDAC3, HDAC6

Brigatinib 1uM Inhibits ALK, EGFR

Gilteritinib 1uM Inhibits FLT3 receptor

To con�rm our �ndings in the screening assay, a subset of compounds was selected for secondary
follow-up analysis. 10 compounds, including panobinostat, car�lzomib, and bortezomib were tested
across 7 concentrations in the 1-10000nM range. Spheroids were treated for 5 days with these
compounds, then stained as described above (Fig. 4). Dose-dependent cell death and disintegration of
microtissues was observed. EC50 values (Table 2) were determined using tumoroid disintegration
measurement (nuclear count in projection images). All tested compounds showed similar activities as
observed in the initial compound screen.
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Table 2
EC50 values of indicated
compounds in 3D assay

determined by 7-point
concentration curves.

Compound EC50, nM

Bortezomib 17

Car�lzomib 16

Copanlisib 28

Romidepsin 36

Panobinostat 54

Trametinib 70

Omacetaxine < 100

Car�lzomib < 100

Crizotinib > 1000

Sunitinib 1700

Taxol 2900

Celecoxib no effect

Monitoring phenotypic changes using transmitted light. Notably, changes in tumoroid phenotypes upon
compound treatments were also observed with TL imaging, and arti�cial intelligence (AI) tools were used
to identify and classify different tumoroid phenotypes. We used a deep learning-based segmentation (IN
Carta Image Analysis Software) approach to �nd all tumoroid objects in transmitted light, either intact or
affected. Following segmentation and data extraction, we utilized a machine learning tool to classify all
tumoroids into intact, intermediate or severely affected categories. Affected tumoroids were �agged by
increase in the object areas (criteria were set as AVERAGE ± 2*STDEV from the DMSO-treated), allowing
us to detect effective compounds (Supplemental Fig. 2, Supplemental Table 2). An advantage of this
method is that compound effects could be interrogated in a label-free manner during multiple time points.
However, the analysis allowed some ambiguity in determining accurate areas of the objects, especially
when the phenotypic changes were weak or moderate (see Supplemental Fig. 2). The endpoint
�uorescent imaging and analysis enabled more robust measurements and compound selection
(Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).

Evaluation of phenotypic changes by Cell Painting Assay. For a more in-depth investigation into cytotoxic
mechanisms elicited by the compounds assayed, other analysis methods were performed in parallel to
fully characterize phenotypic changes detected. The Cell Painting assay was adapted for 3D tumoroids
for the evaluation of compound effects on tumoroid phenotype. The method uses up to six �uorescent
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dyes to label eight cellular components or organelles: nuclei, nucleoli, RNA, endoplasmic reticulum,
mitochondria, plasma membrane, Golgi and cytoskeleton17–20. This method, which was developed for
use in 2D assay systems has been successfully used for phenotypic pro�ling to provide insights into
functional genomics applications and mechanism of action of novel compounds, and to reveal subtle
effects of various drugs and small molecules on cell health17–18. Here, we adapted and further developed
the Cell Painting assay for 3D cell culture models.

For phenotypic pro�ling, the tumoroids were treated with a single 10µM concentration of compound,
using the methods described above. Notable changes in the staining protocol included increased times
for dye incubation, �xation, and permeabilization. A challenge of the assay is to minimize the crosstalk of
multiple dyes, which we achieved by using lasers as the illumination light source, with a narrow spectrum
for each wavelength and minimum overlap between stains. In the original Cell Painting assay, the Golgi
and actin �lament images were acquired in the same imaging channel. This created additional hurdles,
as it was challenging to extract measurements from the Golgi compartment separately from the actin
structures. To improve the resolution between the Golgi and actin compartments, we swapped out Alexa
Fluor 568 for Alexa Fluor 750 phalloidin, which allows for the cytoskeleton to be imaged in a different
channel from the Golgi compartment by using the far-red laser on our imager. Images were acquired with
Z-stacks using 20x magni�cation, and the analysis was carried out on projection (maximum) images.
Unlike the previous analysis that included cell count or live-dead evaluation, multiple read-outs were
collected from the whole spheroid to form their phenotypic pro�le. Because the added compounds
affected staining patterns, we were unable to achieve good spheroid segmentation based on the
�uorescent images. Instead, the spheroid images were also acquired in transmitted light (bright �eld), and
these images were used to identify the spheroid structures using a deep learning-based image
segmentation approach which improved the analysis. Features extracted from each spheroid included
object morphologies, intensities, and texture measurements for the six cell stains and bright �eld images.
202 measurements per spheroid were uploaded into StratoMineR software (CoreLife Analytics) for data
analysis to identify hits and for cluster analysis based on similarity of their phenotypic pro�les. Figure 5
presents a dendrogram showing clustering of tested compounds based on phenotype similarity of the
spheroids.

To determine hits from the assay, a phenotypic distance score was calculated based on the PCA
(principal component analysis) components21–22. This score is a measure of the phenotypic effect of the
compounds on the tumoroids relative to the controls. All hits were then clustered based on their
phenotypic pro�les using the normalized principal component scores. 24 hits (Table 3) were identi�ed (p 
< 0.05) as being signi�cantly different from the DMSO control tumoroids (Fig. 5). We obtained a
reasonable correlation between the viability assay and the Cell Painting assay. From the Cell Painting
assay, 67% (16), or two-thirds of the hits were also identi�ed in the viability/spheroid disintegration assay.
Hits from the viability assay were found mostly in the same clusters (clusters 1,2 and 6, Fig. 5),
suggesting that these spheroids display phenotypic pro�les that are associated with most notable
cytotoxicity. For example, all compounds in clusters 1 and 2 are hits also �agged in the viability assay,
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and they are known to affect topoisomerase 2. The other hits from the Cell Painting assay included
compounds with less obvious cytotoxic effects, but these hits were still phenotypically different from the
controls and interestingly, many of these compounds are known to affect various protein kinase
pathways. These results are consistent with the fact that while cytoxicity changes phenotypes very
dramatically, more subtle changes can be detected using phenotypic pro�ling.
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Table 3
Compounds effective in the Cell Painting assay. Compounds selected as described in the

Results section.
Compound (10µM) Distance Score p-value Cluster ID Viability HIT?

Dabrafenib mesylate 6.248831502 0.014165 5 yes

Encorafenib 5.516036128 0.015028 5 no

Avapritinib 5.386292153 0.015154 6 no

Abemaciclib 5.819034729 0.006458 4 no

Larotrectinib 5.666943776 0.0095 4 no

Valrubicin 8.136000201 3.22E-05 1 yes

Mitoxantrone 6.687853572 0.000375 2 yes

Epirubicin hydrochloride 5.883205304 0.012997 2 yes

Afatinib 5.046845431 0.026011 7 yes

Copanlisib tris-HCl 5.146853912 0.037712 7 yes

Ibrutinib 4.93823624 0.04635 7 yes

Belinostat 5.348047631 0.017714 7 yes

Vandetanib 5.184617965 0.0292 7 yes

Entrectinib 4.84271406 0.046947 7 yes

Gilteritinib 5.23882208 0.045371 7 yes

Brigatinib 5.771498629 0.021974 7 yes

Osimertinib 5.241373452 0.024226 7 yes

Car�lzomib 5.006962745 0.036124 7 no

Temsirolimus 5.699077848 0.026386 8 no

Vorinostat 5.078731963 0.036114 8 no

Alpelisib 5.833763084 0.003154 3 yes

Plicamycin 5.134541481 0.034984 3 yes

Selinexor 5.004358366 0.031059 9 no

Venetoclax 4.921513854 0.034861 9 yes

Evaluation of Cell Viability Using ATP Read-Outs. Cell metabolism measured by ATP level is another
readout for effects of anti-cancer drugs that is related to cytotoxicity. A subset of 12 compounds were
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used for evaluation of compound effects, using the CellTiter-Glo 3D assay (Promega), which detects ATP
levels. Compounds were tested using 7 point 5x dilutions starting from 100uM. We compared compound
effects on 2D culture and 3D cultures, using imaging and CellTiter-Glo 3D methods. Cultures were set up
in parallel, using same cell number (2000 ). Cultures were allowed to grow for 48 hours, then treated with
compounds for 5 days. EC50s calculated from concentration dependencies are presented in the Table 4.
Data shows that there is signi�cant consistency between EC50s obtained by imaging and CellTiter-Glo 3D
readouts, while EC50s between 2D and 3D cultures varied for a number of compounds.

Table 4
Comparison of EC50 values obtained from 2D and 3D assays by imaging or ATP

assays.
Drug EC50, mM

  ATP 3D Imaging 3D ATP 2D Imaging 2D  

Plicamycin .018+/-.02 0.156 < .01 < .01  

Dactinomycin 0.005 0.033 < 0.01 < .01  

Idarubicin .145 +/- 0.012 3.93 .067+/-.009 ~ 1  

Temsirolimus no �t 8.52 +/-10.37 no �t 10  

Bortezomib .015+/-.001 0.07 0.01 .01+/-0.002  

Trametinib 2.62+/-1.214 8.82 7.33+/-4.31 6.27+/-3.55  

Panobinostat .084+/-.016 0.141 .046+/-.009 .006+/-.015  

Ibrutinib 15.76+/-14.87 ~ 20 25+/-2.4 20.2  

Car�lzomib 5.82+/-2.24 0.073 1.04+/-.10 1.05+/-.31  

Romidepsin ~ .01 < 0.01 ~ .01 ~ .01  

Cell Metabolism Dynamics. Tumoroids treated with four compounds, paclitaxel, romidepsin, doxorubicin,
and trametinib, were analyzed for lactate secretion. Elevation of lactate typically suggests a switch to
aerobic glycolysis; tumor cells metabolize glucose into lactate even in the presence of high oxygen23.
Recent studies revealed that metabolic alterations of cancer cells play important roles in chemo-
resistance in breast cancer, and exposure of cancer cells to chemotherapeutics induces metabolic
reprogramming toward increased glycolysis and lactate production24,25. Therefore, monitoring lactate
production over the course of treatment in conjunction with other response endpoints provides valuable
information for understanding the dynamics of metabolic perturbations associated with drug response
and resistance.

Compound treatments and secretion of lactate were studied using a Pu·MA System26, a micro�uidic-
based automated organoid assay platform that allows multistep protocols to be performed without
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disruption of or damage to tumoroids. Five supernatant samples were collected from treated tumoroids
using �owchip automation over a 12-hour period. Two to three independent samples were collected, and
supernatants were analyzed for lactate concentration using the Lactate-Glo assay (Promega). The lactate
secretion results for the 12hour time point are shown in Supplemental Fig. 3. Two-way ANOVA revealed
statistically signi�cant increases in lactate secretion for romidepsin and trametinib. between baseline and
measured time points for three out of the four compounds. Our observations are in line with previously
published reports showing increased lactate production for breast cancer cells in response to
chemotherapeutic treatments27.

Discussion
In this paper, we use a patient-derived cell line representing a rare drug resistant cancer subtype for drug
screening. We present results of the library testing of approved anti-cancer drugs that were tested at
different compound concentrations, using high content imaging methods. We describe methods for
increase of throughput by using automation in 3D cancer assays and compound screening. In addition,
we show advanced analysis approaches and descriptors that allow for greater information about
complex compound effects.

A key strength of our method is our usage of a primary tissue-derived cell model. The standard approach
is to use the established immortalized cell lines as well as orthotopic xenograft models28–35. Although
immortalized cellular models provide invaluable knowledge regarding cancer biology and drug effects on
cellular systems, they are limited in their inability to re-create essential features of tumors. More
speci�cally, these models cannot accurately re�ect the tumor architecture, three-dimensional structure
and alignment of tumor cells, matrix, and surrounding stroma, and cannot reproduce the cellular
heterogeneity that is present in the original patient tumor36–39. Conversely, orthotopic xenograft models
recapitulate the complexity of tumors, but the inability to scale these models limits their use in large drug
screens. The methods described in this paper use primary cell-derived models to form 3D spheroids,
achieving greater relevance of the results to real biology and allowing for large drug screens to be
performed.

Beyond the use of patient derived cells, using 3D cultures rather than 2D cultures for screening allows us
to closer recapitulate properties of tumors. Cells in 3D spheroids are in close contact with each other, as
they would in a human body28 (Langhans). Also, cells in dense, multicellular micro-tissues have a higher
rate of hypoxia compared to 2D monolayers, which has been shown to be associated with drug
resistance 7,32. Drug penetration into the tissue also plays role in drug e�cacy, and that factor can be
mimicked during screens in 3D models. In general, drug screening and discovery may result in two types
of errors: type 1, false positive drugs, or type 2, false negative errors that can ultimately result in loss of
drugs that may have proven clinically effective. Using more biologically relevant models would decrease
both false positive and false negative types of errors. Immortalized cell lines that have been growing in
cell culture for years results in the introduction of irreversible alterations in genetic information and
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behavioral characteristics that were not present in the original tumor39. As a result, those cell lines would
be most responsive to anti-proliferative drugs and may not be affected by other drug classes. Cells
cultured in 2D have altered morphology and organization of cell surface receptors compared to 3D, which
could affect the binding e�cacy of drugs and their penetration inside the tumor10.

Here we demonstrated several assays suitable for medium- or large-scale compound testing. Various
analytical methods allowed us to evaluate different aspects of compound effects: tumoroid integrity that
is evaluated by measurement of spheroid area or cell count, cytotoxic effects that were evaluated by live-
dead stain, and spheroid integrity that was evaluated with just nuclear stain. As expected, we observed a
progressive increase in the number of effective compounds with the increase of concentration. Eight
compounds were effective at a 10nM concentration, which demonstrated high e�cacy and potentially
can be considered for drug development. Several of those compounds were kinase inhibitors, which is a
promising drug class for cancers resistant to traditional anti-cancer therapies. Interestingly, cell
disintegration appeared as an effective read-out at lowest concentration, while the actual increase of
dead cells appeared at higher concentrations for the same drugs. That may indicate that loss of adhesion
molecules may be occurring, or that subtle changes in viability have resulted in loss of cell-cell
attachment.

The Cell Painting method is of particular interest due to it unbiased approach, which captures phenotypic
changes, independent of cytotoxicity. Information from multiple stains that label various organelles and
cellular compartments are used to represent the morphological pro�le of each cell. For 3D cell painting,
due to the proximity of cells to each other, it is challenging to analyze the data at the cellular level. Here,
we examine the effects of compounds on the phenotypic pro�le at the spheroid level. Interestingly,
spheroid-level analysis identi�ed not only cytotoxic compounds but also compounds that have
signi�cant phenotypic effects Cluster analysis grouped compounds with similar mechanisms of action,
suggesting that spheroid-level analysis is su�cient for assessing compound effects. While Cell Painting
and toxicity analysis showed the same hits for strong compounds, compounds with more subtle effects
showed different results between the two assays, re�ecting toxicity vs. other phenotypic changes.

There is an unmet need for greater accuracy in drug screening for cancer, especially in the expanding area
of personalized medicine. We describe approaches that can overcome technical challenges and make
feasible drug screening that would be suitable for speci�c cancer subtypes or even individual patients.
Through automation, large-scale drug screening using complex models, including tumoroids derived from
individual patients, is feasible. In the future, this method would be suitable for screening other cancer
subtypes that form tumoroids, such as colon and other cancers. Additionally, through the greater
biological relevance and high-throughput nature of this system, other compound libraries can be
screened.

Methods

3D Cell Culture and Drug Treatment
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The methods for generating tumoroids and PDX organoids (PDXO) have been previously described 12

(Matossian, et al., 2021). The primary tumor sample was implanted into SCID/Beige mice and exhibited
rapid tumor growth, reaching maximal tumor volume (> 1000 mm3) in 14 days. Then, a cell line generated
from that sample was expanded in 2D culture (TU-BcX-4IC). Tumor spheroids, which we called tumoroids
in this study, were formed from TU-BcX-4IC cells expanded in 2D. To form 3D tumoroids, TU-BcX-4IC cells
were dispensed at ~ 2,000 cells per well (in U-shape low attachment 384-well plates, Corning) and
incubated for 48 hours until they formed tight tumoroids. 4IC cells were cultured with Advanced DMEM
supplemented with glucose, non-essential amino acids (NEAA), 2mM glutamine and insulin 120µg/L,
10% FBS (Gibco 12491-015). For metabolic assays, tumoroids were cultured with DMEM + 10% dialyzed
serum (2mM glutamine, 5mM glucose, without phenol red).

Tumoroids were treated with compounds as follows. Compound libraries of approved anti-cancer drugs
were obtained from NIH. Compound dilution plates were prepared using the Beckman liquid handling
system. Five compound dilutions (20nM, 200nM, 2uM, 20uM and 200uM) were prepared in 384 well
plates. Then 50ul of compound mixes were added to the tumoroid culture plates (50uL) using a liquid
handler programmed for slow dispensing of liquid. The �nal concentrations of compounds were 10nM,
100nM, 1uM, 10uM, and 100uM. DMSO concentrations on each plate were matched for 0.05%, with the
exception of 100uM plates that had 0.5% DMSO. Each plate contained 32 DMSO only wells.

Oncology Drug Set and cell treatments
TU-BcX-4IC cells were treated with the commercially available NCI Approved Oncology Drug set for 5 days
total. On day 3, 50% of media was replaced with the fresh compound solutions. Cell cultures were treated
with �ve concentrations, one concentration per plate, each compound in duplicates. Solution controls
(DMSO) as well as a positive control (romidepsin) were included in each plate.

3D Cell Monitoring and Imaging
Transmitted light (TL) and �uorescent (FL) images were acquired on the ImageXpress Confocal HT.ai
High-Content Imaging System (Molecular Devices) and images analyzed using MetaXpress High-Content
Image Analysis Software. Tumoroid images were acquired in TL with approximately 60 µm offset. Z-
stack images were acquired with the 10X objectives using confocal mode. Best focus projection images
were used for TL analysis, and maximum projection images were used for FL analysis. MetaXpress
Software or IN Carta Image Analysis Software was used for analysis.

Automation of 3D Cell culture and Imaging Protocols
Automated imaging and analysis of organoids are important for quantitative assessment of phenotypic
changes in organoids, and for increasing throughput for experiments and tests. We built an automated,
integrated system that allows for automated monitoring, maintenance, and characterization of growth
and differentiation of organoids and stem cells, as well as testing the effects of various compounds. The
automated system includes the ImageXpress Confocal HT.ai system and MetaXpress software
(Molecular Devices), automated CO2 incubator (LiCONiC), Biomek i7 Automated Workstation (Beckman
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Coulter Life Sciences), collaborative robot and rail. Robotic automation was enabled by Green Button Go
Scheduler (BioSero).

Multiparametric live cell toxicity assay
The method for imaging and high content analysis of 3D spheroids was previously described14–16.
Brie�y, following incubation with test compounds, spheroids were stained with a mixture of three dyes: 1
µM calcein AM, 3 µM EthD-III, and 33 µM Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). For selected
experiments spheroids were also stained with E-cadherin (Cell Signaling Technology #3195, Danvers, MA)
and CD44 (BioLegend #338,808, San Diego, CA). Automated staining of spheroids was performed for one
hour. After staining, dye solution was replaced with 1X PBS.

High-content imaging
Images were acquired using the ImageXpress Micro Confocal High-Content Imaging System (Molecular
Devices, San Jose, CA), as previously described15 with a 10X Plan Fluor or 20X Plan Apo objective. DAPI,
FITC, and Texas Red �lter sets were used for imaging. A stack of 7to 15 images separated by 10to 15 µm
was acquired, starting at the well bottom and covering approximately the lower half of each spheroid.
Typically, a Z-stack of images covered 100–200 µm for spheroids. Image analysis was performed either
in 3D or using the 2D Projection (maximum projection) images of confocal image stacks. Transmitted
light images were used for cell culture monitoring or protocol optimization.

To image the organoids labeled with the cell painting dyes, the ImageXpress Confocal HT.ai system,
equipped with a laser light source, was used for image acquisition. The confocal mode (pinhole size
60µm) was used to image organoids with a 20x Plan Apo Lambda, NA 0.75 objective, with z-stacking
enabled (5µm step size). The maximum projection image was selected in the acquisition setup. Images
were captured in six �uorescent channels and in transmitted light (bright �eld) in order of increasing
�uorophore excitation wavelength to reduce crosstalk (DAPI 405/452, FITC 467.5/520, YFP 520/562,
Texas Red 555/624, Cy5 638/692 and Cy7 725/794).

Organoid image analysis
Images were analyzed using MetaXpress Software (Molecular Devices). Count Nuclei or Cell Scoring
application modules were used for nuclear count live/dead assessment, or evaluation of cell number
positive for speci�c markers. Output measurements included spheroid width, spheroid area, average
intensity for calcein AM or EthD-III, counts of all nuclei, and evaluation of average nuclear size and
average intensities. In addition, calcein AM-positive cells were counted, and their area and intensity values
were recorded. In addition to cell count, areas and intensities could be determined for live (EthD-III
negative) and dead (EthD-III positive) cells. EC50 values were determined using a 4-parameter curve �t in
SoftMax Pro 7 Software (Molecular Devices) (Sirenko, 2016).

For the Cell Painting analysis, image analysis was done in the IN Carta image analysis software. To
segment the organoids, a deep learning-based model was created based on the TL channel to segment
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individual organoids. Following segmentation, measurements that include intensity, shape, area, and
texture were extracted from all 6 �uorescent channels. In total, 210 analytical features were obtained
from each organoid.

Cell Painting Assay and Data Analysis
For the Cell Painting assay17–20, the 3D TU-BcX-4IC organoids were labeled using a protocol modi�ed
from Bray et al. The plate was �rst incubated with MitoTracker DeepRed (500nM) for 2 hours. The
samples were �xed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in HBSS for 60 minutes. All wash steps were carried
out by exchanging half the volume in each well with HBSS to minimize displacement of the organoids
from the center of the well. Following �xation, samples were washed three times with HBSS. For
permeabilization, samples were incubated with 0.1% Triton X-100 (in HBSS) for two hours at room
temperature and washed with HBSS. The dyes were prepared in HBSS and 1% BSA (wt/vol) and
incubated overnight with the following �nal concentrations: Hoechst (15µg/ml), Concanavalin A-488
(250µg/ml), Syto14 (7.5µM), Phalloidin 750 (15µl/ml), WGA (3.75µg/ml).

Measurements from IN Carta were exported as a CSV �le and uploaded into StratoMineR (Core Life
Analytica), a web-based data analytics platform for hit picking and phenotypic clustering22. Brie�y, the
dataset was normalized against the median of the samples to account for plate-plate variation. Data with
a signi�cant skewness (P < 0.0001) was transformed to approximate a normal distribution. Feature
scaling using robust Z-score was applied to the dataset. Data reduction was achieved using principal
component analysis (PCA). The results of the �rst 10 principal components were used in downstream
analysis. For hit selection, the unsupervised option was selected with reference to the median of the
negative controls (p < 0.05). The Euclidean distance (Perlman et al., 2004) of all the vectors to the control
was calculated. This approach reduces the data for each component to just one distance score which
represents the phenotypic effect of the compound treatment relative to untreated samples. The median of
the Euclidean distances for each well based on its replicates are calculated. Statistically signi�cant hits
were identi�ed based on P < 0.05. Hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on statistically signi�cant
hits based on the principal components using Ward’s linkage criteria (k-means = 8).

Lactate Secretion Assay
The metabolic response of tumoroids to treatment was determined by measuring lactate secretion in
supernatants that were collected from treated and untreated 4IC tumoroids at various timepoints of drug
treatment using the micro�uidic device Pu·MA System. Supernatant collection was done in the �owchip
for each treatment condition in the following way: medium with drug was transferred from an adjacent
reagent well of the �owchip to the sample well with tumoroid and incubated for 3 hours. After incubation,
the media containing secreted lactate was transferred back to the reagent well it came from and replaced
with fresh media with drugs from another well for the next 3-hour treatment. The cycle was repeated 5
times and resulted in collection of 5 supernatant samples. The �rst cycle was done with medium only
(baseline secretion) followed by 4 treatment cycles for the total treatment duration of 12 hours. This
approach allows dynamic monitoring of lactate secretion over the course of treatment.
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The collected supernatants were stored in the �owchips until the end of the Pu·MA protocol, then were
collected and stored at -20°C until further processing. The supernatant samples were analyzed for lactate
levels using the luminescent Lactate-Glo assay (Promega). Lactate detection reagent was prepared
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Supernatant samples were diluted 1:400 in PBS. 10 mL of the
diluted supernatant was transferred to a solid white 384-well assay plate and 10 mL of lactate detection
reagent was added to each well. Plates were incubated for 60 minutes at room temperature.
Luminescence was measured using a GloMax plate reader (Promega). Each sample was measured in
duplicate. Good luminescence signal levels and signal-to-noise ratios were achieved for this assay from
single tumoroid samples. The statistical signi�cance of comparison between groups was determined
using one-way or two-way ANOVA. Post hoc tests were run to con�rm where the differences occurred
between groups. Differences with p < 0.05 were considered statistically signi�cant.
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Figure 1

A Schematic diagram of the experimental work�ow including generation of patient-derived cell line,
formation of tumoroids in 384 well U-shape low attachment plates, compound treatment, staining,
imaging and analysis. 
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Figure 2

A. Reference images of tumoroids in the following order: tumoroids formed 48h after plating, TL images
(10X); composite �uorescent images of untreated tumoroid stained with calcein AM (green), EthD-1 (red)
and Hoechst (blue), confocal image, 10x, maximum projection; tumoroids treated with romidepsin
(10nM), bortezomib (10nM), dactinomycin (10nM), plicamycin (10nM), car�lzomib (100nM), trametinib
(100nM), paclitaxel (100nM). Organoids were imaged using confocal option of the automated imaging
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system, Z-stack of 15 images was taken 10 µm apart, then maximum projection images created.
(shown). B. 384 well plate with tumoroids after compound treatment, TL images (left); and fragment of
test plate with stained tumoroids (right), �uorescent images, 10X magni�cation.

Figure 3
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A. End-point analysis of �uorescent images was done using the Custom Module Editor in MetaXpress
High-Content Image Acquisition and Analysis Software. Image analysis was done using the Custom
Module Editor for �nding organoids, nuclei, and cells. Images of nuclei of treated and untreated organoid
shown. Analysis masks show organoids projection in blue and nuclei in yellow. Tumoroid area and count
nuclei were used as main read-outs for phenotypic characterization of organoids and compound effects.
 B. Automated image analysis of 3D cancer microtissues was done using transmitted light images (10X)
with machine learning-based -based image analysis module In Carta software (analysis mask shown in
purple). Further analysis determined the area, optical density, and other read-outs.

Figure 4

3D cancer microtissues were treated with indicated selected compounds for 5 days, then stained with
calcein AM (green), EthD-1 (red) and Hoechst (blue). Confocal images, 10X shown. Note dose-dependent
dis-integration of microtissues, also increase in cell death indicated as increase of EthD-1 staining (in
red).
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Figure 5

The Cell Painting assay modi�ed for 3D spheroids. A. Spheroids were labeled with phalloidin,
MitoTracker, WGA, SYTO 14, concanavalin A and Hoechst 33342. Shown here is an example image of a
control spheroid (maximum projection). B. Scatterplot representing the phenotypic distance score (-log, Y-
axis) for each compound is shown. Compound treated samples (blue) compared to negative controls
(red) are shown. Hits are identi�ed as those above the red dotted line (p≤ 0.05). C. Results from the
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cluster analysis are represented as a hierarchical dendrogram. Left: The cluster ID and colored bars
indicate which cluster a compound treated spheroid belongs to. Rows represent the included factors,
columns represent the compound treatment. Middle: Correlation matrix is shown to give an overview of
the similarity/dissimilarity between the compounds. Columns and rows represent compounds used. The
intensity of the color represents the similarity based on the calculated cosine vector score from the PCA
factors. Right: Bar graph showing the contribution of each PCA factor to each compound hit. D. Example
images grouped by cluster from the Cell Painting assay. Three of the stains, Hoeschst (blue, nuclei),
SYTO 14 (green, RNAP) and MitoTracker (red, mitochondria) are represented as a composite image. An
example of a control DMSO treated spheroid and spheroids from cluster 7, 6 and 5 are shown.
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